NEW U. S. SUPERCROSSLEIGH LEAVING THE WAYS

1,300 in Rush

For Places in Officers' Corps

Office Kept Open Until Late at Night to Handle Throngs

Few Will Be Paid

Salary Rate at Camps to Apply Only to Earliest Applicants

Eleven hundred men applied to the city yesterday for admission to the recruitment camps for officers in the U. S. Navy. Of these, 1,000 were rejected. The camps, which will be open until midnight, will be located at the Fourth Avenue Armory, 174th Street, 39th Avenue Armory, 43rd Street, and the Home Guard Armory, 101st Avenue, 72nd Street. Among those rejected were the men who applied during the first hour. The number of rejections will be large, but it was stated that the men who have come so far are likely to meet with greater success in the future. A number of the men are already scheduled to report at the camps, and it is expected that the number of rejections will be heavy. The camps are open to men of all ages and will be in operation until the end of the week. The men who have applied so far are likely to meet with greater success in the future.